As Ye Sew
Design by Barbara Baatz
for Kooler Design Studio

Design size: 66 W x 56 H
11 count - 6" x 5"
14 count - 4-5/8" x 4"
18 count - 3-5/8" x 3"
14 / 28 count fabric
Two ply - Cross stitch
One ply - Back stitch & Straight stitch

DMC COLOR

208 Lavender-Vy Dk
210 Lavender-Md
321 Christmas Red
414 Steel Gray-Dk
517 Wedgewood-Dk
602 Cranberry-Md
648 Beaver Gray-Lt
743 Yellow-Md
744 Yellow-Pale
746 Off White
783 Topaz-Md
816 Garnet
986 Forest Green-Vy Dk
989 Forest Green
3846 Bright Turquoise-Lt

Back stitch

208 Lavender-Vy Dk
517 Wedgewood-Dk
816 Garnet - words: “as you sew so shall ye rip”
413 Pewter Grey-Dk - all other Back stitch

Straight stitch

413 Pewter Grey-Dk

This design is not to be duplicated, sold, modified or redistributed in any medium, including scanning and posting on the internet without written permission from The Janlynn Corporation.